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but I want to do the same thing for Twitter, too. Both
logins will be using Facebook and Twitter OAuth tokens
so the login and logout methods will have to be able to

accept a general (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) user id
parameter. There are two possible solutions that I can

see right now: Store the user id in the session (and pass
it in to all of my actions) so that it's always present, but

then I have no way of knowing which user id to use when
a user claims to be "You" (I would use their Facebook id,
but what if they didn't have a Facebook account). Use "e-
mail-at-a-domain" as the unique identifier. Each user has

an e-mail address associated with them and we've
already mapped this to the user id on our existing
database. I don't actually have to store that string

anywhere, I can just get it from the database for the user
id. However, I'm not sure if this would actually be

acceptable to Twitter. Twitter doesn't seem to want you
giving anyone, not even the user himself, any

information about a user. So I was wondering if there
were any third-party libraries (preferably open source,
but not necessarily) that would help me achieve this. I
know about ASP.NET Identity but it seems to be geared

towards authentication / authorization (and actually
maps to an existing user id). I don't want any user

information to be stored in my database. A: You might
find Twitterizer that is used to access Twitter's REST API
to be helpful. As the site says, it is used to easily access

Twitter's REST API. You can implement your own
credentials though: OAuth.Provider provider = new

Provider(GetTwitterConsumerKey(),
GetTwitterConsumerSecret(), new Uri(""));
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provider.Callback = new Uri(GetTwitterCallbackUrl()); //
Code to
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